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All commissioners are invited to attend this Committee meeting.
1. Approve May 15 Minutes – 5 minutes
2. Report Out from Commissioner Gruen – 5 minutes
3. Asset Management Updates – Staff – 50 minutes
o Buildings
o Colorado Construction Cost Index (CCCI) Forecast Model
o Risk-Based Asset Management Updates
o GIS Alternatives

THE AGENDA MAY BE ALTERED AT THE CHAIR’S DISCRETION

ASSET MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
DRAFT MINUTES
Date: May 15, 2013
Committee Members Attending: Commissioners Gruen, Connell, and Barry
Others Attending: Commissioners Reiff, Peterson, Gilliland, Aden, Ortiz, Hofmeister, Executive
Director Hunt, Debra Perkins-Smith, Tim Harris, Scott Richrath, JoAnn Mattson, Scott McDaniel, Tony
DeVito, Dave Wieder, Ben Stein, Rich Sembrat, David Fox, Marcella Broussard, Ty Ortiz, Vince
Rogalski (STAC), Sandi Kohrs, Tom Wrona, Bob Haley, Scott McDaniel, Herman Stockinger, Ty Ortiz,
Jeff Zavitski (Deighton), Dan Roberts (Deighton), Louie Barela, Josh Laipply, Kerrie Neet, Johnny
Olson, Dave Eller, Steve Cook (DRCOG), Todd Cantrell (DRCOG), Amy Ford, and Charles Meyer.

Minutes:
•

Opening Discussion: Commissioner Gruen welcomed everyone to the meeting and thanked Debra
for arranging a conference call last week. The conference call was valuable and everyone recognizes
that we are in a period of transition, moving to a new way of doing business. The Asset
Management committee meetings will now be open to asset management staff, to improve
communications. Commissioner Gruen is confident that he, Tim, Deb, and Scott R. are all on the
same page now.

•

The minutes from the February meeting were approved.

•

Presentation: Tim’s opening remarks addressed asset management at CDOT. Tim stated that asset
management is not a once a year deal; it’s a way of life. There will be less discretion at the project,
program, RTD and Chief Engineer levels. Systems will be used to show the value of investment.
Money that is allocated and not spent will come back to HQ for redistribution. CDOT has to find a
balance between engineering and finance.

•

Tim then gave an overview of the surface treatment project list, revised from the April list presented
to Commission. Highlights included the percent of projects on low volume roads dropping from
32% to 16%. The average age of these projects is 30 years, and they have a very high IRI rating.
Two of these projects are partnerships with local governments combining work being done in the
same area. Treatments were changed on five projects, and of the 41 projects listed only three are in
the area that was once Region 6.
This revised project list will allow CDOT to maintain the current Good/Fair/Poor percentage, and
actually improve the Good/Fair percentage on the Interstate by 3%.
Commissioner Reiff asked what percentage of the dollars for these projects fall outside of the old
Region 1, and Executive Director Hunt shared that it is 93%.
STAC Chairman Vince Rogalski asked how many of the projects in the revised list are in the 2014
STIP?
Commissioner Gilliland supported completing those projects in the STIP.
Executive Director Hunt noted that businesses adapt to change, and in CDOT’s case MAP-21
reauthorization has changed the way we do business and we need to adapt. Vince is right, and those
projects in the STIP should be reviewed and evaluated, but the STIP does not always clearly define
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projects and often references pools and corridors. The surface treatment program is a great example
of less clearly defined STIP projects.
Commissioner Reiff stated that he fundamentally disagrees with the idea that once a project is in a 5year plan, that the plan cannot be modified.
Vince noted that these changes are not being communicated and they need to be; and folks in the
Transportation Planning Regions and Metropolitan Planning Organizations need to be heard.
Commissioner Gilliland noted that projects that have already started with dollars expended need to
be continued.
Commissioner Peterson noted that communication is sometimes about managing expectations, and
Federal funding has changed. In the long run the constituents state wide will benefit from these
changes. Communication needs to be two way.
•

Scott R. presented updates that CDOT staff are currently working on, which include the recently
commenced risk-based asset management plan, the multi-asset management system enhancements,
the surface treatment – roadway surface maintenance project, and more.

•

Scott R. asked that if any Commissioners or others have questions or comments about the risk-based
asset management plan strategy document, they should contact him by telephone (303-757-9793) or
email (scott.richrath@state.co.us) by June 7th.
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MEMORANDUM
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
4201 East Arkansas Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80222

TO: Colorado Transportation Commission
FROM: Scott Richrath, Transportation Performance Branch Manager
SUBJECT: July Asset Management Committee Meeting
DATE: July 17, 2013

Purpose
This memorandum summarizes the discussion planned for the July meeting of the Colorado Transportation
Commission Asset Management Committee. There are two attachments in support of this meeting:
(1) the minutes from the May Committee meeting, and
(2) PowerPoint Presentation covering these four topics:
a. Buildings
b. Colorado Construction Cost Index Forecast Model
c. Risk-Based Asset Management Updates
d. GIS-Integrated Asset Management
Approvals Requested
During the Committee meeting, staff will submit for approval:
1) Approval of May meeting minutes
2) An updated list for RAMP expenditures on Buildings, based on new region boundaries/priorities
3) A proposal for forecasting the Colorado Construction Cost Index (CCCI)
Background
The Transportation Commission Asset Management Committee held its first meeting in September, 2012,
during which staff provided background on the provisions in MAP-21 related to asset management, and
began discussions about the Fiscal Year (FY) 2014 budget that starts on July 1, 2013. How financial
resources are allocated to the transportation assets has been based on direction from the Transportation
Commission in the form of the goals and objectives specified in Policy Directive 14, currently under
discussion in conjunction with the Statewide Plan and MAP-21.
Buildings
A central focus of CDOT’s Asset Investment Management System (AIMS, formerly Multi-Asset
Management System) current project phase is to incorporate CDOT’s buildings assets into the analysis.
The consultant has met with Property Management staff and developed a Proposed Methodology to
effectively predict performance and funding needs based on the condition of four building components and
the overall building condition. The consultant has received staff feedback and will now begin implementing
this methodology into AIMS.
Concurrently work is in progress to enhance the data collected in the regions and entered into SAP. The
enhancements include adding more data regarding office buildings and considering aspects of buildings
beyond defects with HVAC and other systems.

1

Staff recommends a modification to the FY14 RAMP buildings list, provided in the PowerPoint. The
original building list was developed prior to the Region Boundary change using state-wide building
evaluations and rankings. Budgets for each of the projects were established based on the preliminary scope
of work. When the Region Boundary modifications were made official it was determined that
consolidations of several existing patrols at the Fairplay and Empire would greatly enhance the operations
of the reorganized Regions. As a result of the consolidation efforts, the scope of the Fairplay and Empire
sites increased. The Fairplay and Empire sites were the highest state-wide priority so as the scope of those
two projects increased; other lower priority projects were deferred.
Colorado Construction Cost Index Forecast Model
Since 1987 CDOT has collected historical data on a quarterly basis for materials. The Colorado
Construction Cost Index (CCCI) is a weighted average of earthworks, hot mix asphalt, concrete pavement,
structural concrete and reinforcing steel, and is based on over 5000 bid item prices. For planning, budgetary
and asset modeling purposes CDOT hired a consultant to develop models forecasting inflation. These were
developed last spring and can project quarterly inflation for any period until 2040. The model, which will
be updated annually, currently recommends using a 3.5% inflation rate. Staff recommends reducing the
models’ gross annual inflation rate by .5% to account for projected efficiencies, which are not part of the
model.
Risk-Based Asset Management Updates
MAP-21 federal legislation requires each DOT to prepare a transportation asset management plan. During
the May TC AM Committee meeting, staff provided the Committee with the Risk-Based Asset
Management Plan (RB AMP) Strategy document, which outlined the steps planned to complete the initial
draft of the Plan by December and bring to the Committee during a December meeting. Work continues to
move forward, with the consultant providing staff in June with an asset management Gap Analysis
deliverable, identifying areas for improvement over the long term, such as process documentation. The
initial plan will incorporate existing data and document current and planned processes, and will be updated
following MAP-21 rules promulgation and periodically thereafter.
The National Highway Institute (NHI) is providing a workshop to CDOT and FHWA staff on July 9 & 10
on Developing a Transportation Asset Management Plan. Staff representing each asset area and the regions
will be attending, to learn more about what is expected in the plan required by MAP-21.
The third phase of the Multi-Asset Management System (MAMS) kicked off in May, with staff voting to
rename the system CDOT’s Asset Investment Management System (AIMS) to better reflect the importance
of financial analysis in asset management. This phase focuses on incorporating building assets into the
analysis, along with tunnels, culverts, and rockfall, and enhances the analysis for the remaining assets.
Property Management staff have reviewed the consultant’s proposed methodology for incorporating
buildings and work is moving forward.
Asset
Pavement

Progress to Date
June ’13: Presentation on conversion
to Drivability

Next Milestones
Sept ’13: Establish Drivability thresholds
by category

Bridge

Summer ’13: Contracts to prioritize
statewide preventative maint.; GIS
mapping of maint. needs; SAP maint.
report complete
Jan ‘13: RAMP-ineligible based on
lack of life cycle analysis

Jan ’14: Model to include individual
structure analysis and prev. maint.

MLOS
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Jan ’14: Proposal for life-cycle based
analysis on high priority traffic and
maint. assets; integration with Pavement
data

Asset
Fleet

ITS

Buildings

Tunnels

Culverts

Walls
Rockfall

Progress to Date
Spring ‘13: New fleet work orders
utilized; report training begun;
inventory of equipment specifications
Summer ‘13: ITS FY14 RAMP
projects moving forward, addressing
backlog
June ’13: Completed new assessment
methodology; began SAP initiative to
capture new information
Summer ’13: Backlog of capital
preservation projects being addressed
with RAMP
Summer ‘13: Critical culverts
prioritization process identified 14
additional culverts with RAMP
No FY ‘14 RAMP funding sought;
system beginning development

Next Milestones
Jan ’14: Configure fleet Net Present
Value analysis for large equipment

Summer ‘13: Rockfall Mitigation Plan
incorporating Vehicle Hazard Score
approved by CDOT

Dec ‘13: Model impacts and benefits of
investment in mitigation strategies

Jan ‘14: Enhance system to include
assumption for ITS expansion; begin to
analyze downtime
Aug ‘13: Buildings now sixth AIMS
asset; Feb ’14: Finalize grading system &
implement in regions
Jan ’14: Integrate 3 manned tunnels into
AIMS; build risk-based approach to help
address funding
Jan ’14: Refine risk-based approach;
integrate 6,100 minor culverts and minor
bridges into AIMS
Dec ‘13: Request for Proposal to begin
wall inventory

GIS-Integrated Asset Management
Maryland DOT has created a system they call eGIS which allows them to interactively view assets on a
map. CDOT has a lot of data for assets already in digital form and could create a similar system. This
committee asked Scott Richrath to provide resource estimates for further integrating CDOT’s asset
management program into Geographic Information Systems (GIS). Information Management Branch staff
will present a variety of possible integration elements that range from 0-1,200 hours of staff time and 0-$1.1
million of consultant cost. Staff seeks feedback from Committee on favored elements.

The Transportation Commission Asset Management Committee invites all Commissioners to attend.
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Transportation Asset Management

TC Asset Management Committee
July 17, 2013
CDOT

Agenda

Buildings
CCCI Forecast Model
Asset Management Updates
GIS Integrated Asset Management
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Definition of TAM
From the AASHTO TAM Guide and MAP-21…

Transportation Asset Management is a strategic
and systematic process of operating,
maintaining, upgrading and expanding physical
assets effectively throughout their life cycle. It
focuses on business and engineering
practices for resource allocation and utilization,
with the objective of better decision making
based upon quality information and well defined
objectives.
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Agenda

Buildings
CCCI Forecast Model
Asset Management Updates
GIS-Based Asset Management
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Buildings
Develop Building Scoring Form for incorporating office building criteria:

September 2012…

Kickoff &
Site Visits

Review
CDOT
information

Interview
CDOT staff

Synthesize
research

Revise
existing
scoring sys.

Develop
data entry
form

Produce
wrap up
report

Provide
training
session(s)

Develop
data entry
form
…June 2013
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Buildings

Throupe and Associates Model
6

Buildings
Buildings scoring data entry form excerpt:
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Buildings
Status:
• Proposed methodology provided to Property
Management and feedback received
• Deighton has begun implementing the
building analysis
• Concurrently the initiative to update the data
fields for building data collection in SAP is
moving forward
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Buildings
Revised RAMP
Buildings List:

FY14 Buildings
FY14 Baseline without RAMP:
$6.9 Million
$2.0 Million Controlled Maintenance
$.35 Million Deferred Maintenance
$4.55 Million Capital:

FY14 Baseline with RAMP:
$11.3 Million
$2.0 Million Controlled Maintenance
$.35 Million Deferred Maintenance
$8.95 Million Capital:

Fairplay (7-15-bay vehicle storage facility +
site needs + training room,
replaces older bldg) $1.05m $2.55m* (net of $450k in FY13)

Fairplay (7-15-bay vehicle storage facility +
site needs + training room,
replaces older bldg) $1.05m $2.55m* (net of $450k in FY13)

R2 Maintenance Shop (4-bay+ Offices) $600k
R4 6-bay vehicle storage facility $900k
CO Sand Sheds (6) $2.0m
Berthoud Falls
Colorado Springs
Snowmass
New Raymer
Durango
Villa Grove
Gobbler's Knob

R2 Maintenance Shop (4-bay+ Offices) $600k
R4 6-bay vehicle storage facility $900k
CO Sand Sheds (6) $2.0m
Berthoud Falls
Colorado Springs
Snowmass
New Raymer
Durango
Villa Grove
Gobbler's Knob

*Strikethrough changes explain the following adjustment:
The original building list was developed prior to the Region
Boundary change using state-wide building evaluations and
rankings. Budgets for each of the projects were established
based on the preliminary scope of work. When the Region
Boundary modifications were made official it was determined
that consolidations of several existing patrols at the Fairplay
and Empire would greatly enhance the operations of the
reorganized Regions. As a result of the consolidation efforts,
the scope of the Fairplay and Empire sites increased. The
Fairplay and Empire sites were the highest state-wide priority
so as the scope of those two projects increased other, lower
priority, projects were deferred.

R3 Twin Lakes Bay Extensions for longer
vehicles (4) & Roof $300k
Empire (17-12-bay vehicle storage facility
replacement)$1.8m $3.4m
CO Sand Sheds (5)(3) $1.7m $1.0m
(work thru backlog)
Colbran
Douglas Pass Summit
Joes
Carr
Hesperus
Loveland extensions (4) $400k
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Buildings
Staff Recommendations:
1. Approve revised FY14 RAMP buildings list.
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Agenda

Buildings
CCCI Forecast Model
Asset Management Updates
GIS-Based Asset Management
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Inflation
Basics
 Inflation is calculated using a price index.
 Inflation estimates differ depending on which price index is used
(CPI, PPI, etc).
 TC Asset Management Committee adopted 3% annual inflation
assumption for all asset categories in Fall 2012.

Why Does CDOT Calculate Inflation?
 CDOT produces a quarterly Colorado Construction Cost Index
(CCCI) from over 5000 bid items prices.
 CCCI is a weighted average of Earthworks, Hot Mix Asphalt,
Concrete Pavement, Structural Concrete, and Reinforcing Steel.
 CDOT has quarterly historical data of CCCI since 1987.
 An inflation estimate based on CCCI is better for
maintenance/construction programs.
12

Inflation Forecast for CDOT
Why does CDOT need an Inflation Forecast?
 Inflation forecast is required for planning, budgetary and asset
modeling purposes.
 CDOT recently developed models that forecast inflation.
 The models can predict quarterly inflation for any period
(until 2040).
 Senior Management preferred an annualized smoothed rate
for ease of communication.
 The smoothed forecasted inflation rate is 3.5% for 2014 2040. The models will be updated every year.

13

Efficiency Offset

14

Inflation Forecast for CDOT
Staff Recommendations:
1. Allow staff to annually update inflation forecast
using new model.
2. Reduce modeled gross inflation forecast by .5%
to account for efficiencies.
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Agenda

Buildings
CCCI
Asset Management Updates
GIS-Based Asset Management
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CDOT Transportation Asset Management (TAM) Projects
MAR
2013

PREMAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN
2014

RB AMP Risk-Based Asset Mgmt Plan
Cambridge Systematics (Joe) with Redd Engineering (Larry)
Risk-Based Scoring System
Shannon & Wilson (Mark and Hollie)
Georgia Tech (Richard)

Buildings
DU (Ron)

AIMS

Asset Investment Management System (formerly MAMS)
Deighton Associates (Jeff and Dan)

NHI Asset Management Workshops
(Katie and Omar)

TOAMS 3 Traffic Operations Asset Management System
Bridge Sensors Pilot Structure I-17-GN near Colorado Springs

Atkins

Parsons with Lifespan Technologies/White Electrical

Coordinating Surface Treatment and Roadway Maintenance Spy Pond Partners
Statewide Selected Asset Data Collection Pathways
Landslide Asset Management Data Pilot TBD

FEB

Risk-Based Asset Management
RB AMP Project Status:
• Provided Strategy for implementing RB AMP to
TC AM Committee in May
• Provided Gap Analysis to staff in June
• Staff providing data and narrative to consultants
in July
• Consultants draft Implementation Plan in
August/Sept/Oct
• Consultants deliver plan to staff in Nov
• Consultants present to TC AM Committee in Dec
• Plan is updated as rules are promulgated and
analysis is enhanced
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Asset Investment Management System
Asset

Progress to Date

Next Milestones

Pavement

June ’13: Presentation on
conversion to Drivability

Sept ’13: Drivability
thresholds by category

Bridge

Summer ’13: Contracts to
prioritize statewide
preventative maint.; GIS
mapping of maint. needs;
SAP maint. report complete

Jan ’14: Model to include
individual structure
analysis and prev. maint.

MLOS

Jan ‘13: RAMP-ineligible
based on lack of life cycle
analysis

Jan ’14: Proposal for lifecycle based analysis on
high priority traffic and
maint. assets; integration
with Pavement data

Fleet

Spring ‘13: New fleet work
orders utilized; report
training begun; inventory of
equipment specifications

Jan ’14: Configure fleet Net
Present Value analysis for
large equipment

ITS

Summer ‘13: ITS FY14
RAMP projects moving
forward, addressing backlog

Jan ‘14: Enhance system
to include assumption for
ITS expansion; begin to
analyze downtime
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Asset Investment Management System
Asset

Progress to Date

Next Milestones

Buildings

June ’13: Completed new
assessment methodology;
began SAP initiative to
capture new information

Aug ‘13: Buildings now
sixth AIMS asset; Feb ’14:
Finalize grading system &
implement in regions

Tunnels

Summer ’13: Backlog of
Jan ’14: Integrate 3
capital preservation projects manned tunnels into AIMS;
being addressed with RAMP build risk-based approach
to help address funding

Culverts

Summer ‘13: Critical
culverts prioritization
process identified 14
additional culverts with
RAMP

Jan ’14: Refine risk-based
approach; integrate 6,100
minor culverts and minor
bridges into AIMS

Walls

No FY ‘14 RAMP funding
sought; system beginning
development

Dec ‘13: Request for
Proposal to begin wall
inventory

Rockfall

Summer ‘13: Rockfall
Dec ‘13: Model impacts
Mitigation Plan incorporating and benefits of investment
Vehicle Hazard Score
in mitigation strategies
approved by CDOT
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Agenda

Buildings
CCCI
Asset Management Updates
GIS-Based Asset Management
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GIS-Integrated Asset Management
Project Mapping - Integrate active projects (below), STIP, planning

Staff Resources
to complete:
400-1,000 hours
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GIS-Integrated Asset Management
Multi-Asset Mapping - Integrate existing Bridge, Pavement, MLOS…
Staff Resources
to complete:
800-1,200 hours
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GIS-Integrated Asset Management
Alaska TAMIS - Asset Data integration and governance
Staff Resources
to complete:
Varies w/level of
desired maturity
Consultant:
$1.1 million
paid by Alaska
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GIS-Integrated Asset Management
Maryland eGIS - 130 map services including business
analysis; 15 developers
Staff Resources
to complete:
+2 FTE
Consultant:
~ $400K-800K
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GIS-Integrated Asset Management
Utah DOT - UPLAN

Staff Resources to complete: +2-3 FTE
Consultant: ~ $500K-$1.0M over 5 years
26

Future TC AM Committee Meetings
• September: Results of Delphi for FY 15 RAMP and
Baseline Budget Setting
• October or November: Additional Budget Workshop?
• December: Risk-Based Asset Management Plan
Presentation
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